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Abstract

" The experimental program of the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modified (PBX-M)

Tokamak [Physics Fluids B, 2, 1271 (1990)] is directed towards tailoring plasma profiles

to achieve greater stability and confinement and to gain access to the second stability

region. Modification of the current density profile has been achieved with lower hybrid

current drive (LHCD), leading to a regime free of global magnetohydrodynamic modes,

while raising the value of q(0) above unity. The diffusion of the fast electrons produced

by LHCD has been examined using two dimensional hard x-ray imaging. Ion

Bernstein waves (IBW) have been used for ion heating: a preliminary analysis shows

that ion heating was spatially localized and in agreement with theoretical

calculations. Divertor biasing has modified the electric field inside the last closed

surface, resulting in the formation of a transport barrier, which in turn has reduced

the threshold power of Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) for H-mode transition by 25%.

i:

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa + 52.35.Hr

v
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievement of higher plasma pressure is one of the key determining factors

for the size and the economical attractiveness of commercial tokamak fusion

reactors. 1"3Plasma pressure is represented by the combination of two _ values: the

toroidal _ (_t), or plasma pressure normalized to the confining toroidal field pressure,

and the poloidal _ (_p), or plasma pressure relative to the poloidal magnetic field

pressure. The regime that features both high _t and high _p properties is theoretically

"known as the second stable regime. 4,5 High pressure operation with high _t and high

_p can make the fusion power output more economical, and also may provide a

self-sustained steady state current drive source from high _p-produced bootstrap

current. 6 Furthermore, theoretical analyses have predicted that an improvement of

previously known plasma instabilities may be achieved by self-stabilizing min-B effects

in high _p plasmas. 7,s

Second stability has been achieved, to date, only within limited plasma radial

domains rather than throughout the full plasma volume. One of these domains is

found near the magnetic axis on Doublet III-D (DHI-D) 9 and Joint European Torus

(JET) lo with non-monotonic q(r) profiles. In both cases, the improved transport near

the axis produced very high-pressure and high-T i conditions. Access to the second

stability regime in the outer plasma region was achieved in Princeton Beta

Experiment-Modified (PBX-M) by imposing a large indentation in order to enhance the

stability. 11 In these experiments, _he confinement improvement resulted in an

increased figure of merit for high pressure, with a ratio of _t to (I/aB) of 3.5-4.0

(%.ro.T/MA) where I is the plasma current, a is the midplane half radius and B the

toroidal magnetic field. The energy confinement time for these discharges was more

than a factor of 3.5 times the ITER89-P scaling. 12 Analysis of H-mode pressure

profiles at the edge in Axi-Symmetric Divertor Experiment (ASDEX) 13 suggest that the
b

high pressure gradients at the plasma edge at the H-mode onset are consistent with

second stability.

PBX-M 11 is a medium sized tokamak with a major radius of 1.65 m, a midplane
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halfwidth of 0.3 m, and plasma height of 0.7 m, and is equipped with high indentation

capability. Five sets of passive conducting plates cover over 70% of the plasma surface

and serve to stabilize surface kink modes. The plan of the PBX-M experiments is to

systematicaUy explore improvements in plasma stability and confinement leading to

full-volume second stability, using techniques which control both current and
w

pressure profiles, plasma shape, and edge electrostatic potential.

Theoretical Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) analyses have indicated that the

establishment of favorable q(r) profiles, with particular sensitivity to q(0), is essential

for access to the second regime. The minimum q(0) for the second regime depends on

the magnetic shear q(r)', plasma pressure profile, and plasma shaping. 5 In addition,

it is important to control the parallel current component (j li) and alter the q(r) profile

in the off-axis domain, where the bootstrap current, which is related to the pressure

gradient, may be dominant. In PBX-M, lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) has been

chosen as the means to modify the parallel current profile.

An ion Bernstein wave (IBW) system has been chosen for pressure profile control,

since off-axis ion heating should be achievable by varying the resonance location.

Heating the bulk ions with IBW is more attractive than creating highly energetic ions

as with ion cyclotron heating.

Electric field control at the plasma edge has been implemented by biasing the

passive stabilizing plates. In PBX-M, the electrical biasing between

outer-major-radius and inner-major-radius plates can produce a poloidally-

asymmetric m=l electric potential. Recent experimental results 14,1s and theoretical

analyses 16 indicate that the sheared poloidal plasma flow produced by the edge

potential may be the dominant factor in edge transport properties. The reduction of

edge transport, and consequently, the decrease of ion and electron collisionality near

the plasma edge, is important for placing the full plasma volume into the second

stability regime.
q

PBX-M remains unique with its capability for strong indentation, which

enhances MHD stability, and where the q(0) required for the second stable regime is

substantially lower than that required for the standard D-shaped configuration.
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It is important to determine the time evolution of the plasma current profile

during a discharge to perform active profile control. A 2-dimensional hard x-ray

imaging system has been developed specifically to monitor the radial location of

current-carrying energetic electrons sustained by LHCD. The Motional Stark Effect

(MSE) q diagnostic 17is a multi-channel system which measures the local magnetic
lr

field pitch-angle with 20 ms time resolution. A fast reciprocating Langmuir probe has

been added to obtain measurements of the edge plasma properties and to provide

information on edge transport.

In this paper, the initial results of the LHCD current modification, IBW pressure

profile modification, and the effect of electric-potential biasing will be presented along

with some profiles measured with these new diagnostics.

IL CURRENT PROFILE MODIFICATION WITH LHCD

In PBX-M, LHCD is unique with a fast response phase shifter which can adjust

the phase of the launched LH wave during the discharge (response time = 9 ms for 180°

shift, 20°/ms ). A total power of 2 MW is planned with two launchers, each equipped

with 32 waveguides. The initial operation of the LHCD system has demonstrated

current profile modifications with launched power under 400 kW. The operating

frequency, 4.6 GHz, is sufficient for driving current in high-density and high-_]p

discharges.

This section will first examine the effect MHD activity can have on the current

driven by LH. Next, a discharge free of MHD is presented where a change in the

current profile with LHCD is measured and modelled. Finally, an effective diffusion

constant of the fast electrons for the MHD-free discharge is calculated using hard

x-ray images with a suitable model.

A. Effect of global MHD modes on the LHCD produced profile.

LHCD through its change of the current profile can radically alter the MHD

behavior of a plasma discharge. By changing the plasma parameters, especially the

plasma density and LHCD power, one can either increase the sawteeth activity or
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suppress it, increase the q=l radius or decrease it to the point that q(0) becomes larger

than 1. LHCD can excite various modes, e.g., m=l/n=l mode, locked global n=l mode

ending in a minor disruption, m=3/n=2 mode, or stabilize these modes. Most of these

experiments were carried out with neutral beam injection NBI.

Two systems have been employed to analyze the MHD activity during LHCD" a soft
v

x-ray array and a set of ten magnetic pick-up coils. The soft x-ray array contains 32

diodes; it is placed in the mid-plane with lines-of-sight covering the entire plasma

cross section. The magnetic coils are positioned on the outside midplane around the

torus.

In general, there were two situations in which the radius of the q=l surface

decreased, or the q=l surface was eliminated from the plasma. In one case, the

elimination of the sawtooth crash leads to a continuous mode, discussed in this

section, and in the other case, to the Magnetically Quiescent Regime which will be

discussed in the next section.

In the first case, immediately after the switching on of the LHCD, the sawteeth

" were suppressed. After approximatelly 100 ms, the sawteeth would reappear, but then

with an inversion radius which was smaller than the initial sawtooth radius by nearly

a factor of two. The inversion radius would continue to decrease until the sawteeth

were again suppressed. This decrease in the inversion radius is an indication of a

similar decrease in the q=l surface radius. The large decrease in the radius of the q=l

surface was corroborated by a change in the position of the m=l/n=l sawtooth

precursor. The sawteeth would remain suppressed until the end of either NBI or

LHCD.

Immediately after the first sawteeth suppression, an n=2 (mostly 3/2) mode would

begin to grow, resulting in an observable loss of fast electrons and a small loss in the

hollowness of the hard x-ray image. This n=2 mode would continue for the duration of

NBI. Without NBI, the n=2 mode would disappear and an n=l mode would grow. This

n=l mode would show a strong m=l component, producing a loss of central thermal

: electron energy with the central soft x-ray profile dropping by a factor of two. The

hollowness of the hard x-ray profile would also be rapidly lost as the x-ray profile
-
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became quite peaked. It is clear that the onset of global n=l mode is a major obstacle to

the ability to control the current profile.

B. Magnetically Quiescent Regime with off-axis RF power deposition.

A discharge free of MHD has been produced for the entire duration ( 0.45 sec) of
w

the LH pulse, which is longer than the magnetic diffusion time (of about 0.2 sec). It

was obtained in a bean shaped plasma configuration, with a magnetic field BT= 1.53 T,

a safety factor q95 = 7.5, and the combined injection of lower hybrid and neutral beam

power (PLH ~ 350 kW, nii = 2.1, PNBI - 564 kW). The characteristics of this discharge

are shown in Fig. 1. After the LH ramp-up and for the remainder of the LH pulse (0.4

s), a significant drop in the surface loop voltage (V L) was observed. A comparison with

a similar neutral beam only discharge shows a relative drop in VL of up to 65% [Fig.

l(d)].

The central soft x-ray trace shows the presence of sawteeth in the NBI reference

shot, while 70 ms after the LH application sawteeth were suppressed in the LH + NBI

plasma. The presence of sawteeth activity can be clearly seen in the left part of the

contour plot of the soft x-ray signal (Fig. lr). While sawteeth were still present, their

inversion radius and the location of the m=l/n=l precursor gradually moved inward,

indicating a decrease of the q=l radius. About 100 ms after the sawteeth suppression,

the m=l/n=l mode vanished. The rate of shrinking of the inversion radius suggests

that after a few tens of milliseconds q(0) should rise above 1. This was measured by the

Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic. During the remainder of the discharge, no

local or global MHD activity was observed. The 2 Dimensional hard x-ray image (Fig.

2) shows an emission profile that was peaked off axis and this "hollow" profile was not

affected by the presence of the local m=l mode. This observation supports the

hypothesis of an off-axis wave deposition with a consequent broadening of the current

density profile.

During the long MHD quiescent period, the electron temperature and density

profiles were peaked with the following central and line averaged values: Teo ~ 1.2

keV, <Te> ~ 0.5 keV, neo ~ 2.5 xl013 cm "3, and <he> ~ 1.3 xl013 cm -3. Visible



bremsstrahlung measurements ._how a slight increase in Zeff, from 2.4 to 2.6 at t=0.53

sec; this is evidenced by the increase of the soft x-ray signal in the early part of the

LHCD power application. The larger increase at the end of the pulse is yet to be

explained.

The measured q-profiles from MSE are shown in Fig. 3 at t= 0.53 s, during the

MHD free period. They show an increase of the central q, and a consequent broadening

of the current density profile during LH injection. This change was maintained for a

time longer than the magnetic diffusion time, and it is consistent with the hard x-ray

profile which remains peaked off-center for the total duration of the radio frequency

(RF) pulse.

C. TRANSP analysis of the MilD-free discharge

The TRANSP data analysis code Is is a well-known tool that uses experimental

data to determine the current, particle, and energy transport properties of plasma

discharges. Specific inputs into the code include scalar discharge data (Ip(t), Vloop(t),

" Br(t), etc.), the plasma outer boundary calculated as a function of time from a

free-boundary equilibrium code, and kinetic profile data [Te(r,t), ne(r,t), Ti(r,t),
v

Zeff(r,t), Prad(r,t), etc.]. Fast ion information, determined from a Monte-Carlo

calculation, has been benchmarked against measurements of fast neutral effiux

escaping the plasma.

In order to model PBX-M discharges with LHCD, the Ignat/Valeo lower hybrid

ray tracing and wave damping package, Lower Hybrid Simulation Code (LSC), 19 has

been integrated into the TRANSP code. In a self-consistent fashion, the relevant

experimental profiles are fed into LSC, which then tracks lower hybrid waves and

employs the Karney/Fisch 2° formalism to determine the wave absorption.

Fundamental quantities calculated by LSC include the LH driven current and electron

heating profiles. The LH driven current profile, along with other driven current

profiles and an assumption about the plasma electrical resistivity, are input to the

internal equilibrium solver, which consists of solving the poloidal magnetic field

diffusion equation and the Grad-Shafranov equation. The assumption of Spitzer
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resistivity best characterizes the PBX-M plasmas. 21The LH electron beating profile is

treated as an additional po_,er source term in the electron power balance.

To determine how well the LH calculation and other assumptions model the
t

discharge, a key comparison is made between the code calculations and the

measurements from the Motional Stark Effect polarimetry diagnostic. As in Kaye et v

al.,21 it is the magnetic field pitch angle profile that is used for the comparison. Figure

4 shows the magnetic field pitch angle profiles as determined from TRANSP and from

the MSE diagnostic. The absolute value of the pitch angle is shown. As can be seen, the

calculation matches the trend in the measurement both in the interior of the plasma

and farther out towards the edge. However, the TRANSP result is consistently higher

than the MSE data near the center of the plasma, which means a more peaked current

profile and a lower value of q(0) ( - 0.98 in TRANSP).

D. Fast electron transport

Clearly an experiment aimed at controlling the current profile would be a failure

at the start if the fast electrons generated by the waves diffused or were scattered

across the radius before slowing down. In general, three mechanisms can be

identified which can lead to a fast electron spatial distribution different from the one

generated by the damping of the waves: a runaway condition, global MHD modes and

radial diffusion due to some undetermined turbulence. Runaway conditions can be

avoided by operation at sufficiently high density and by launching waves whose

maximum phase velocity does not surpass the critical tail velocity. As was shown in

the previous section, global MHD modes constitute a most dangerous obstacle to

current profile control. With the absence of MHD modes, diffusion proves not to be a

limiting factor. The task of this section is to determine the importance of diffusion for

current profile control.

From hard x-ray images it can immediately be deduced that diffusion is low

enough to maintain some fast electron localization by observing cases in which an

off-centerbremsstrahlungemissionsituationcouldbe maintainedfora timelonger

than the magnetic diffusiontime.Quantitativeevidenceforthe minor effectof
_

_
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diffusioncomes from a calculationof the fastelectrondiffusionconstant.The

approachtaken here isto assume a plausiblephysicsmodel where the diffusion

constantisa freeparameter.A diffusionconstantisguessedinitiallyand themodel

fastelectrondensityprofileiscalculatedand compared totheexperimentalprofile

obtained from the hard x-ray image. The process is iterated, using different diffusion

constants, until a good match is found. The remainder of this section provides a

further description and results of this process.

The diffusion calculation model presented below solves the Fokker-Planck

equation for the fast electrons. This time dependent equation is two dimensional in

velocity space, one dimensional in real space, and includes the physics of lower hybrid

acceleration (quasi-linear diffusion), coliisional slowing down, pitch-angle scattering,

electric field, and diffusion. Quasi-linear diffusion is incorporated in a response

function form where the total effect is viewed as an integrated sum of many absorbed

wave quanta. Solutions are computed using one or more discrete sources of absorbed

quanta, i.e., the radial profile of the absorbed power for each quantum is assumed to be

infinitelynarrow.

This method of solutionto the equationfollowsthatdescribedby Rax and

Moreau,22where the analyticsolutionis a sum over eigenfunctionsof both-

radial-spaceand velocity-spaceoperators.Once the fullFokker-Plancksolutionis

obtained, the radial profile is easily computed.

: The next step is to obtain the radial x-ray emissivity profile (and hence the fast

electron radial profile) from the experimental image. Using the Stevens-von Goeler

code, 23 both the radial profile of the fast electrons and their velocity space distribution

are assumed, and the corresponding x-ray camera image is computed and compared

to the experimental image. Once a consistent match is found, the assumed radial

profile is used as the experimental profile for subsequent comparison with results

from the diffusion calculation.
v

The resultspresentedhereare from an analysisofthe magneticallyquiescent

- discharge,which was discussedin a previoussection.Figure 5(a)shows the

experimentalfastelectroncurrentdensityprofileobtainedfromthehardx-rayimages
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usingtheStevens-vonGoelercode.

Figure5(b)shows resultsfrom the diffusioncalculationusingthreedifferent

valuesfortheeffectivediffusionconstant:themiddlelinegivesa bestfitwithDeft = I.I

m2/sec,whilethe othertwo,which are a factoroftwo largerand smaller,givea

noticeablypoorerfit.To testthesensitivityofthisresult,othercalculationsweredone

forthisdischargeby varyingtheloopvoltage,thelowerhybridabsorptionprofilein

velocityspace,Zeff,and addingup tosevenradiallydiscretesourcestoroughlymodel

the effect of a broader radial absorption profile. In all cases, the best fit for the effective

diffusion constant varied by less than about a factor of two. Within the context of the

assumed models, an effective diffusion constant of 1.1 m2/sec is consistent with the

steady state image of shot #298601 to within a factor two. This value is comparable to

the value of the one-fluid effective thermal diffusivity for this case.

There are many possible improvements to the modeling, including such effects as

a time-varying electric field, a radially dependent diffusion constant, a momentum

dependent diffusion constant, 24 and radially varying collision frequency. On-going

work includes analysis of other discharges and modeling of the time-dependent

evolution of the two-dimensional images. Lastly, the diffusion calculation will be

incorporated into a fully self-consistent LHCD ray-tracing and absorption model.

III.ION BERNSTEIN WAVE t.WEATING

The IonBernsteinWave (IBW) heatingsystem(4MW at40-80MHz) has been

installedon PBX-M as a means ofsupplementingtheexisting6 MW NeutralBeam

Injection(NBI) heatingforincreasingthe plasma betaand tocontrolthe pressure

profile.For pressureprofilecontrol,the localizedbulk ion heatingof IBW isthe

primarytool.2sThe ionenergytransportislessanomalousthanthatofthe electron

energysotheIBW localizedbulkionheatingshouldbe suitableforpressureprofile

control.The locationofthepower depositioncan be controlledby adjustingtheion

cylotron harmonic absorption layer position. The experimental results also indicate,

however, that pressure profile modification may be achieved by possible modifications
w

to the core particle confinement by IBW.

t# ,....
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The IBW system presently consists of two antennas each connected to the

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) - Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) 2

MW power, 40-80 MHz transmitter. 26 The IBW antenna elements are phased (0-_) to

reduce the low nii related edge losses,27and the antennas are placed in the outer

mid-plane region, which is the most favorable launching position for accessibility of

IBW to the plasma core. 25

Initial operation has been at the RF frequencies of 47 and 54 MHz. At B w = 1.2 T

and 1.4 T, these frequencies correspond to the 5L2D resonance near the plasma center.

Higher frequency operation is generally desirable for reducing non-linear effects, and

for launching faster waves to avoid excessive electron Landau damping (note that the

launched _.11" 70-90 cm is fixed by the antenna geometry). Preliminary results for IBW

up to - 700 kW are presented here.

A. Heating results.

During the present run, IBW power up to 700 kW was applied to a plasma with a

" mixture of hydrogen and deuterium. Good comparison shots with and without IBW

were taken for various IBW power levels. The stored energy showed a general increase

comparable to NBI at similar powers. The temporal evolution of the stored energy

showed a relatively rapid rise and fall, which was different from the plasma density

behavior. Moreover, for the experimental parameter regimes used in the PBX-M,

IBWH was in the saturated confinement regime, for which the stored energy is only

weakly dependent on the plasma density. These observations indicate that the IBW

was indeed depositing the power in the core of the plasma.

To investigate the feasibility of pressure profile control by localized ion heating,

the time-resolved ion temperature profiles were measured with the eighteen channel

charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostic, which used an

impurity oxygen (0 +7) line excited by a deuterium neutral beam (the deposited NBI

: power was -700 kW). In Fig. 6(a), the ion temperature profiles are shown with and

without IBW (in this case the IBW power was - 600 kW and the ohmic power ~ 350

kW). The comparison shots were adjusted to have the same density profiles within the
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error bar, through appropriate gas programming. There was a significantly higher

ion temperature with IBW [Ti(0) = 900-950 eV compared to Ti(0) = 600 eV without]. The

calculated power deposition for this case was 10-15 cm off the plasma center [dotted

line in Fig. 6(a)] with the majority of the power going into the ions. Interestingly, the

measured ion temperature profile in the case with IBW shows some change compared

to the case without it. The ion temperature profile was consistently broader and a

locally steeper Ti gradient in the half-radius region was formed. The profile was

consistent with the expected IBW power deposition profile. When the ion temperature

rise was examined at an earlier time, the heating was found to occur first in the

off-axis region _:t-10 msec after the RF power is fully turned on) with the central ion

temperature increasing on a relatively slower time scale as the heat diffused toward

the center, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The ion temperature profiles shown in Fig. 6(b) were

obtained by averaging over two similar shots symmetrized over the plasma axis. This

demonstration of the ion temperature profile broadening, as a result of the off-axis

power deposition, is a very encouraging result for the eventual PBX-M pressure profile

control by IBW.

The product of plasma density and the central ion temperature, which is a

measure of ion stored energy, was found to increase linearly with IBW power up to the

highest applied power. For the case of 600 kW, the Thomson scattering (TVTS) showed

a higherelectrontemperature[Te(0)--750eV]comparedtothecasewithoutIBW [Te(0)

= 650 eV],measuredatthesame phaseofthesawtoothcycle.Thisamount ofelectron

temperaturerisecanbe attributabletothehigheriontemperaturefortheIBW case,

sincea relativelylargeamount ofpower isexpectedtoflowfrom ionstoelectrons.

Also,the IBW-heatediontemperatureinthiscasewas markedly higherthan the

electrontemperature.Because of the similiarityof the electrondensityand

temperature profiles with and without IBW, the NBI ion heating is expected to be

comparable in both cases. This observation further supports the direct ion heating

nature of IBW. The fusion neutron yield was also higher with IBW which can be

explained by the higher electron temperature since most of the fusion neutrons were
w

from beam-target reactions.
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B. Particle confinement improvement

It is weU known that IBW can improve particle confinement as was demonstrated

in Princeton Large Torus (PLT) 2s and Alcator-C. 29 In PBX-M, for some of the

discharges, IBW has yielded very peaked density profiles which is a clear indication of

particletransportchangesintheplasma coreregion.Thisdensitypeakingwas also

observedduring the Japanese Instituteof Plasma PhysicsTokamak-II-Upgrade

(JIPPT-II-U)IBW experiment.3°The profilechangeinPBX-M tookplacerelatively

slowlyover150-200msec.Initially,thedensityincreasedacrosstheprofile.However,

thecentraldensityfurtherincreasedintime,evolvingtowarda more peakedprofile,

as shown inFig.7(a)fora circularohmic plasma.The mechanism forthe peaked

densityprofileformationisnot fullyunderstoodatpresent.The centralelectron

pressuredoubledduringIBW. With thisdensitypeaking,a completeeliminationof

sawteethwas alsoobserved.Similarpeakingofthe densityprofilehas been also

observedwithNBI(injectedpower- 2 MW)+IBW(- 500 kW) heating[Fig.7(b)].Witha

relativelylongIBW pulse,theprofilesteepenedfromtheveryflat,H-mode-likeprofile

intheearlyphaseoftheIBW applicationas shown.The centraldensityreached8 x

1013cm"3which isnotpossibleeven withintensegas puffing.The densitygradient

reached5x1012cm"4in thecoreregion(r= 10-15cre).The centralionand electron

temperatures(1.6keV and 1.1keV,respectively)remainedsimilarforthetwo cases.

The IBW-inducedpeaked profilehad highercentralpressure,suggestinga possible

improvementinthecoreconfinement.The longer-termevolutionofthedensitytoward

a peaked profilesuggeststhatIBW may have been influencingthecentralplasma

transport,eitherby enhancingtheplasma inwardpinchand/orreducingtheparticle

diffusivity.Thismay berelatedtothepoloidalvelocityshearstabilizationofturbulence

by IBW, where the velocityshearlayermay be creatednear the power absorption
z

region,slThistypeofstudymight leadtoa possibilityofparticletransportcontrol
a,

withouttheneedfora centralfuelingsource(e.g.,neutralbeams,pellets,etc.)which

wouldbe highlydesirablefora reactor.
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C.Edge physics/parametricinstabilities

To insuregoodheatingefficiencyand toreducepossibleimpuritygeneration,itis

quiteimportanttounderstandtheedgephysicsoccurringduringIBW. Thistopichas
t,

been previouslyaddressedby DIII-Dexperiments,32in which significantheatingof

edgeionsand electrouswas reported.Inthe PBX-M IBW experiment,considerable w

progresshas been made in understandingthe IBW edge plasma interactions

includingplasmaedge modificationduringIBW, the IBW antennaloading,and the

conditionsforparametricinstabilityactivity.Key tothiseffortwerethemeasurements

providedby thefastreciprocatingedgeprobe.The measurededgedensityduringIBW

shows a strongreductionoftheedgescrape-offdensity.Thisreductionofthedensity

confirmsthevalidityofthe observedantennaloadingbased on theelectronplasma

wave excitation.33,34 A model using the ponderomotiveforcehas shown good

agreementwithexperimentalobservation.Thisreducededgedensityappearstobe

reducingthe antenna-plasmasheatheffectsduringIBW. The probemeasurements

thusfarhave indicatedno signofedgeelectronheatingorany significantchangein
w

thefloatingpotentialduringIBW.

Associatedwith high power IBW, strongparametricinstabilitieswere often

observedduringtheDIII-Dexperimentwhichshowed some correlationwiththehigh

energyiontaftand electronheatingattheedge.Theoreticalwork,includingconvective

lossand plasmagradienteffects,showsthattheedgedensityprofileiscriticalforthe

parametricinstabilitygrowth rate.Accordingtothe theory,theparametricactivity

shouldincreasestronglyifthe plasmaismoved away from theantenna(creatinga

widerlow density"gap"region).To testthishypothesison PBX-M, theplasmaposition

was deliberatelyvariedwhilemonitoringthe parametricactivity.Under normalIBW

operatingconditions,verylittleparametricactivitywas observed(<50 dD belowpump).

However,when theplasmaedgewas moved away fromtheIBW antennaby about10

cre,theparametricinstabilityactiviWincreasedby 20-30dB.Thisresultshows that

parametricinstabilitieswith IBW can be controlledby carefullycontrollingthe

distancebetweenantennaand plasma.
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IV.m--IDIVERTOR BIASING EXPERIMENTS

Edge plasmabiasingaffectstheradialand poloidalelectricfieldand thecurrent

distributionattheplasmaboundary,whichinturncan modifyplasmatransport.For

thepreliminarybiasingexperimentsinPBX-M, theoutboarddivertorstrikepointsina

doublenullconfigurationwerebiasedwithrespecttotheinboardstrikepointsusing
I

elementsofthepassiveplateassemblywhichsurroundtheplasma.Biasvoltages-75V

_<V b _<75 V wereappliedand biascurrents-300A < Ib <:200 A w,_reobserved,ltwas

foundthatthethresholdNBI power requiredfora transitiontoH-mode was lowered

from2.1MW to1.6MW forVb > 25V withIb= 20-30A (seeFig.8).The requiredbiasing

power forthisreductioninthr_sholdwas quitesmall,lessthanI kW.

In ordertoeliminatepossibleeffectsofwallconditioningon theH-mode power

threshold,thedatapresentedinFig.8,was takenwithina two hourperiodand the

biasvoltagewas successivelyturnedon and offinconsecutiveshots.At theend ofthe

experimentalrun,thepowerthresholdwithoutbiasingwas foundunchanged.

A fastreciprocatingprobeattheoutboardmid-planewas usedtomeasure the

evolutionoftheedgeradialprofilesoftheplasma density,electrontemperatureand

floatingpotential.Low frequencydensityand potentialfluctuationsas wellas the

associatedExB radialplasma transportwere measured simultaneously,lt was

observedthat_he plasma potential(peakinginthe vicinityofthe lastclosedflux

surface)was increasedattheoutboardmidplane(bya valuecorrespondingtoabout

one thirdoftheappliedbiasingpotential).As a result,the(negative)radialelectric

fieldwas enhancedinsidethelastclosed"fluxsurface.Outsidethelastclosedflux

surface,the(positive)electricfieldwas enhancedas weil.The edgedensitygradient

outsidetheseparatrixincreasedby a factoroftwo.The fluctuation-inducedtransport

was decreasedby a factorof3-4acrosstheentireedgeregion,possiblyindicatingthe

formationofa radialtransportbarrierat theoutboardsideoftheplasma.Further

differentialbiasingexperimentsat highervoltage,as well as,unipolarbiasing
w

experimentsareplanned.Divertorbiasingwillbe investigatedasan "helicityinjector"

inan efforttostabilizeexternalkinkmodes withnegativeedgecurrent.
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V. SUMMARY

Progresshas beenmade on thedevelopmentoftoolsdesignedtocontrolplasma

profilesinthePBX-M tokamak.InitialresultsofLH currentprofilemodificationhave

shown the importanceofMHD modes,but a magneticallyquiescentregime inan

indentedconfigurationhas been achievedby combiningNBI and LH power.Inthis

discharge,off-axisLH power depositionwas maintainedfora timelongerthan the

magneticdiffusiontime,resultinginq(0)> 1.Estimationofthefast-electrondiffusion

showsD - 1.1m2/s.

Applicationofup to700 kW ofIBW power has shown the effectivenessofion

heating.Initialanalysisshows thatthe heatingwas localized,at a plasma radius

consistentwith theoreticalcalculation:thisresultis encouragingfor the IBW

pressureprofileconcept.Ingeneral,a peakingoftheelectrondensityisobserved.

Finally,divertorbiasinghas producedan enhancedelectricfieldinsidethelast

closedsurface,resultingintheformationofa transportbarrier:inthiscase,theNBI

powerneededforH-mode transitionwas loweredby25%.
i,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

t

FIG. 1 The Magnetically Quiescent Discharge. (a) Neutral beam power.

(b) Lower Hybrid power. (c) Volume averaged density (cre -3) for the discharge

discussed (#29860] with LH+NBI) and a similar discharge (#298602 with NBI

only). (d) Loop voltage. (e) Central soft x-rays. (f) Contour plot of the MHD

acti_.ty in the central portion of the LH + NBI plasma, obtained from the soft

x-ray diagnostic" no x-ray data was acquired before 240 msec.

FIG. 2 Time evolution of the intensity of hard X-rays along a vertical chord

through the magnetic axis for shot #298601.

FIG. 3 Comparison of the q-profiles between NBI discharges with and

without LHCD, obtained with the MSE eL'agnostic.

FIG. 4 Magnetic field, pitch angle profiles, as meastued by MSE (asterisks)

and as determined from TRANSP (solid line).

FIG. 5 Fast electron diffiasion. (a) Fast electrgn current density profile

obtained from an experimental x-ray image using the Stevens-von Goeler code.

(b) Fast electron current density profile obtained from a theoretical calculation

using three different diffusion constants. The units are m2/sec. A loop voltage

of 0.4 V is a,qsumed.

FIG. 6 Ion Bernstein wave ion heating. (a) Ion temperature profiles with

(solid circles) and without (open circles) IBW heating. Dotted line is the

calculated power deposition with the resonance at 5 _D • (b) Incremental ion

temperature profiles at three times during application of IBW: open squares

_= are data taken at _me t, just prior to the _ ...... -__ _T_X_ ^¢¢_,_ om;_= OU_,tr-va_AuII.IVL l.l.,_,rv _,t.m._k,,,=,__UL.L,_
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circles are at t=10 ms, and solid squal es are t=50 ms after the RF power is fully

on.

FIG. 7 Peaked density profiles with IBW. (_) Density profiles with and

" without IBW injected into a circular ohmic plasma. (b) In a strongly NBI

heated bean-shaped plasma, a peaked density profile evolves during the late
o

phase of IBW injection from a flat H-mode-like density profile.

FIG. 8 NBI power threshold lowered with the application of an edge biasing

voltage _>25 volts. Open symbols correspond tc L-mode discharges, solid

symbols correspond to H-mode discharges.
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